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1. General 
The operators of this website take the protection of your personal data very seriously. We treat your 
personal data as confidential and in accordance with the statutory data protection regulations and 
this privacy policy. 
If you use this website, various pieces of personal data will be collected. Personal information is any 
data with which you could be personally identified. This privacy policy explains what information we 
collect and what we use it for. It also explains how and for what purpose this happens. 
 
 

2. Responsible body according Art. 4 (7) EU-GDPR  
Ebyte Projekt Braum und Tewes GbR, An der Plantage 72, 55120 Mainz  
email:  info@ebyte-blockchain.com  
 
Data protection officer 
For any questions concerning this privacy statement or the processing of your personal data please 
contact our data protection officer: 
 
Matthias Baumgärtel, SIGMA-CONSULTING GbR 
phone: +49 (0)151-72119130, email: info@sigma-consulting.de 
 
 

3. The data subject’s rights 
Please note that, as a data subject, pursuant to the EU General Data Protection Regulation (EU 
GDPR), you have the following rights in connection with the processing of your personal data: 
 
Information rights under Article 13 and Article 14 EU GDPR 
 
Right of access under Article 15 EU GDPR 
Right to rectification under Article 16 EU GDPR 
Right to erasure under Article 17 EU GDPR 
Right to restriction of processing under Article 18 EU GDPR 
Right to data portability under 20 EU GDPR 
 
In accordance with Article 21 EU GDPR, you have the right to withdraw your consent to the 
collection, processing/storage and use of your personal data at any time. Consent must be 
withdrawn by writing to Ebyte Projekt Braum und Tewes GbR, An der Plantage 72, 55120 Mainz, or 
by sending an e‑mail to info@ebyte-blockchain.com . 
 
You can always contact our data protection officers in writing (including by e-mail) with questions or 
complaints. E-mail: info@sigma-consulting.de . You can also contact the appropriate data protection 
authority: 

 
Der Landesbeauftragte für den Datenschutz und die Informationsfreiheit Rheinland-Pfalz 
PO Box: 30 40, 55020 Mainz 
phone: +49 (0) 6131 208-2449, email: poststelle@datenschutz.rlp.de  
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4. Cookies 
Our website makes use of so-called cookies in order to recognize repeat use of our website by 
the same user/internet connection subscriber. Cookies are small text files that your internet 
browser downloads and stores on your computer. They are used to improve our website and 
services. In most cases these are so-called "session cookies" that are deleted once you leave 
our website. 
To an extent, however, these cookies also pass along information used to automatically 
recognize you. Recognition occurs through an IP address saved to the cookies. The 
information thereby obtained is used to improve our services and to expedite your access to 
the website. 
You can prevent cookies from being installed by adjusting the settings on your browser 
software accordingly. You should be aware, however, that by doing so you may not be able to 
make full use of all the functions of our website. 
 
 

5. Server Data 
For technical reasons, data such as the following, which your internet browser transmits to us 
or to our web space provider (so called server log files), is collected: - type and version of the 
browser you use - operating system - websites that linked you to our site (referrer URL) - 
websites that you visit - date and time of your visit - your Internet Protocol (IP) address. This 
anonymous data is stored separately from any personal information you may have provided, 
thereby making it impossible to connect it to any particular person. The data is used for 
statistical purposes in order to improve our website and services. 
 
Purpose of Registering 
We offer you the opportunity to sign up for our website. The information entered when 
signing up, as shown in the registration form 
Mail Address, Nickname (Alias in eSports-Area), Date of birth, Gaming-Platform, Played 
Games, Hyperlink to the own eSports-Team, Member Count of the Team, Area of activity in 
eSports, Hyperlink to own Homepage, Hyperlink to own profile, Member Count of the own 
league. 
is collected and stored solely for use by our website. When signing up for our website, we 
also store your IP address and the date and time you registered. This serves to protect us in the 
event a third party improperly and without your knowledge makes use of your data to sign up 
for our site. None of this information is transferred to third parties. Nor is any of this 
information matched to any information that may be collected by other components of our 
website. 
 
 

6. Social Media Plug-ins 
We rely on our website on the basis of Art. 6 para. 1 sentence 1 lit. f DSGVO social plug-ins to make 
our company better known. The underlying commercial purpose is to be regarded as a legitimate 
interest within the meaning of the GDPR. Responsibility for the operation compliant with data 
protection is to be guaranteed by their respective providers. The integration of these plug-ins by us is 
done by means of the so-called two-click method to protect visitors to our website in the best 
possible way. 
 
a) Twitter 
On our website plugins of the short message network of Twitter Inc. (Twitter) are integrated. The 
Twitter plugins (tweet button) can be recognized by the Twitter logo on our site.  
 



When you visit a page of our website that contains such a plugin, a direct connection is established 
between your browser and the Twitter server. Twitter receives the information that you have visited 
our site with your IP address. If you click on the Twitter "tweet button" while logged in to your 
Twitter account, you can link the contents of our pages to your Twitter profile. This allows Twitter to 
associate your visit to our pages with your user account. We point out that we as the provider of the 
pages are not aware of the content of the transmitted data and their use by Twitter. 
 
If you do not want Twitter to associate your visit to our pages, please log out of your Twitter account. 
For more information, see the privacy policy of Twitter https://twitter.com/privacy . 
 
b) Instagram 
Our website contains functions of the Instagram service. These functions are offered by Instagram 
Inc., 1601 Willow Road, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA. 
The plugins are marked with an Instagram logo, for example in the form of an "Instagram camera". 
 
When you visit a page of our website that contains such a plugin, your browser connects directly to 
Instagram's servers. The content of the plugin is transmitted by Instagram directly to your browser 
and integrated into the page. Through this integration, Instagram receives the information that your 
browser has accessed the corresponding page of our website, even if you do not have an Instagram 
profile or are currently not logged in to Instagram. 
This information (including your IP address) is sent from your browser directly to an Instagram server 
in the US and stored there. If you're logged in to Instagram, Instagram can instantly associate your 
visit to our website with your Instagram account. If you interact with the plugins, for example, press 
the "Instagram" button, this information is also transmitted directly to an Instagram server and 
stored there. 
The information will also be posted on your Instagram account and displayed to your contacts. 
If you do not want Instagram to directly map the data collected through our website to your 
Instagram account, you'll need to log out of Instagram before visiting our website. 
 
For more information, please see the privacy policy https://help.instagram.com/155833707900388  
from Instagram. 
 
c) Facebook 
If you click on the corresponding plugin button, your browser will connect directly to the Facebook 
servers. The content of the plugin is passed by Facebook directly to the browser and integrated into 
the page. Through the connection, Facebook receives the information that your browser has 
activated the corresponding page of our website. This information (including your IP address) is 
transmitted and stored by your browser directly to the United States. 
If you are logged in to Facebook, this service can immediately assign your visit to our website to your 
account. If you interact with the plugins, the corresponding information is also transmitted directly to 
a Facebook server and stored there. The information will also be posted on your Facebook account 
and displayed there to your contacts. 
 
Purpose and scope of the data collection and the further processing and use of the data by Facebook, 
please refer to the privacy policy of:Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/policy.php  
If you do not want Facebook to directly associate the data collected through our website with your 
account, you must log out of this service before visiting our website. 
You can completely prevent the loading of plugins even with add-ons for your browser: 
e.g. with the "Facebook Blocker" (http://webgraph.com/resources/facebookblocker  
 

7. Contacting Us 
On our website we offer you the opportunity to contact us, either by email and/or by using a 
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contact form. In such event, information provided by the user is stored for the purpose of 
facilitating communications with the user. No data is transferred to third parties. Nor is any of 
this information matched to any information that may be collected by other components of 
our website. 
 
 

8. Newsletter 
To receive our newsletter, we require a valid email address. We will review the email address you 
provide for the purpose of determining whether you are in fact the owner of the email address 
provided or whether the actual owner of said address is authorized to receive the newsletter. When 
subscribing to our newsletter, we will store your IP address as well as the date and time you 
subscribed. This serves to protect us in the event a third party improperly and without your 
knowledge makes use of your email address to subscribe to our newsletter. We will not collect any 
other data. 
The data thereby collected is used solely for the purpose of receiving our newsletter. No data 
is transferred to third parties. Nor is any of this information matched to any information that 
other components of our website may collect. You may cancel your subscription to the 
newsletter at any time. You will find additional details in the email confirming your 
subscription as well as in each newsletter. 
 
 

9. Use of GetResponse 
The usage of our newsletter is performed by „GetResponse“, a newsletter plattform of the EU-
provider GetResponse Sp. z o.o. (Polish Limited Liability Company), Arkońska 6, A3, 80-387 Gdańsk, 
Poland. The email addresses of our newsletter receivers will be stored at the GetResponse servers. 
GetResponse uses this information for the transfer and verwendet diese Informationen zum Versand 
und the analysis on our account. GetResponse does not use the data of our customers to contact 
them directly or to hand-over their data to third parties.  
You may cancel your newsletter subscription and revoke your consent to the storage of this data at 
any time with future effect. For instructions to take this step, please refer to the confirmation email 
and each newsletter. 
 
Data processing agreement with GetResponse 
 
We do have concluded acc. Art. 28 Abs. 3 S. 1 DSGVO an agreement to protect the personal data of 
our customers and do not transfer them to any third-party contactor. 
 
 

10. Use of Google Analytics with anonymization 
Our website uses Google Analytics, a web analysis service from Google Inc., 1600 
Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043 USA, hereinafter referred to as “Google“. 
Google Analytics employs so-called “cookies“, text files that are stored to your computer in 
order to facilitate an analysis of your use of the site. 
The information generated by these cookies, such as time, place and frequency of your visits 
to our site, including your IP address, is transmitted to Google’s location in the US and stored 
there. 
We use Google Analytics with an IP anonymization feature on our website. In doing so, 
Google abbreviates and thereby anonymizes your IP address before transferring it from 
member states of the European Union or signatory states to the Agreement on the European 
Economic Area. 
Google will use this information to evaluate your usage of our site, to compile reports on 
website activity for us, and to provide other services related to website- and internet usage. 



Google may also transfer this information to third parties if this is required by law or to the 
extent this data is processed by third parties on Google´s behalf. 
Google states that it will in never associate your IP address with other data held by Google. 
You can prevent cookies from being installed by adjusting the settings on your browser 
software accordingly. You should be aware, however, that by doing so you may not be able to 
make full use of all the functions of our website. 
Google also offers a disabling option for the most common browsers, thus providing you with 
greater control over the data which is collected and processed by Google. If you enable this 
option, no information regarding your website visit is transmitted to Google Analytics. 
However, the activation does not prevent the transmission of information to us or to any other 
web analytics services we may use. For more information about the disabling option provided 
by Google, and how to enable this option, visit 
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=en 
 
 

11. Use of YouTube components with enhanced data protection mode 
On our website we use components (videos) of YouTube, LLC 901 Cherry Ave., 94066 San 
Bruno, CA, USA, a company belonging to Google Inc., Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain 
View, CA 94043, USA. 
To this end, we use the “ - enhanced data protection mode - ” option provided by YouTube. 
When you display a page that has an embedded video, a connection will be made to the 
YouTube server and the content will appear on the website via a communication to your 
browser. 
According to the information provided by YouTube, in “ - enhanced data protection mode -”, 
data is only transferred to the YouTube server, in particular which of our websites you have 
visited, if you watch the video. If you are logged onto YouTube at the same time, this 
information will be matched to your YouTube member account. You can prevent this from 
happening by logging out of your member account before visiting our website. 
Further information about data protection by YouTube is provided by Google under the 
following link: 
https://www.google.de/intl/de/policies/privacy/ 
 
 

12. Google Web Fonts 
For uniform representation of fonts, this page uses web fonts provided by Google. When you open a 
page, your browser loads the required web fonts into your browser cache to display texts and fonts 
correctly. 
For this purpose, your browser has to establish a direct connection to Google servers. Google thus 
becomes aware that our web page was accessed via your IP address. The use of Google Web fonts is 
done in the interest of a uniform and attractive presentation of our website. This constitutes a 
justified interest pursuant to Art. 6 (1) (f) DSGVO. 
If your browser does not support web fonts, a standard font is used by your computer. 
Further information about handling user data, can be found at 
https://developers.google.com/fonts/faq and in Google's privacy policy at 
https://www.google.com/policies/privacy . 
 
 

13. Use of Google-Adwords 
For purposes of promotion, our website also employs the Google ad tool "Google-Adwords". 
As part of this, our website employs the analysis service "Conversion-Tracking" from Google 
Inc., 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043 USA, hereinafter referred to as 
“Google“. If you access our site by way of a Google ad, a cookie is placed on your computer. 
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Cookies are small text files that your internet browser downloads and stores to your computer. 
These so-called "conversion cookies" cease to be active after 30 days and are not used to 
identify you personally. If you visit certain pages of our website while the cookie is still 
active, we and Google know that you, as user, have clicked on ads placed on Google and were 
redirected to our site. Google uses the information obtained through "conversion cookies" to 
compile statistics for our website. These statistics tell us the total number of users who have 
clicked on our ad as well as which pages of our site were then accessed by each user. 
However, neither we nor other advertisers who use "Google-Adwords" receive any kind of 
information that can be used to personally identify users. You can prevent the installation of 
"conversion cookies" by making the appropriate change to your browser settings, for example 
by setting your browser so that the automatic placement of cookies is deactivated or by 
blocking cookies from the domain "googleadservices.com“. 
You can obtain the relevant data privacy policy from Google at the following link: 
https://services.google.com/sitestats/de.html 
 
 

14. Use of Google Remarketing 
On our website, we promote the service Google Remarketing belonging to the company 
Google Inc., 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043 USA, hereinafter 
"Google". Advertisements may appear for users who have already visited our website in the 
past with Google Remarketing. Within the Google network, advertisements adapted to your 
interests can hereby be displayed on our site. Google Remarketing uses cookies for this 
evaluation. Cookies are small text files stored on your computer which allow the use of the 
website to be analyzed. This makes it possible to recognize our visitors if these sites are 
accessed within the advertising network of Google. In this way, advertisements can be 
presented within the advertising network of Google based on content which has previously 
been accessed on websites within the Google advertising network by visitors who are also 
using the Google Remarketing feature. Google does not itself collect any personal data. You 
can disable this feature by making the appropriate settings under 
http://www.google.com/settings/ads. 
 
 

15. Use of HotJar Analysis and Feedback tool 
 
This website uses the HotJar Analysis and Feedback tool. The HotJar service enables us to analyze 
how visitors use our websites. It reveals the online behavior and feedback of our website's 
visitors/users. By combining both A) Analysis and B) Feedback tools, Hotjar gives us the 'big picture' 
of how we can improve our website visitor’s experience and the site’s performance. 
We do not collect through the HotJar service or transfer to HotJar any Personal Identifiable 
Information (PII). We only use the HotJar service to record some visitors on our websites on how 
they behave and this on a completely anonymous basis. The information collected is such as mouse 
clicks, mouse movements, scrolling activity as well as non-Personally Identifiable Information text 
you type in some of our websites. Information about the browser (type, version, screen size, etc.), 
basic information about the user (IP address, language, time zone) and data containing mouse 
movements, clicks, scroll events and keystrokes are sent to HotJar. 
No personal data is sent nor received. 
Hotjar uses a variety of services hosted by third parties, such as Google Analytics and Optimizely. 
These services may collect information sent by your browser as part of a web page request, such as 
cookies or your IP request. For information on how Google Analytics 
and Optimizely collect and use your information, please refer to their privacy policies. 
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Keystrokes from password fields and fields marked as “sensitive” are never recorded or sent over the 
network. For more information see HotJar’s Privacy Policy at https://www.hotjar.com/privacy . You 
can choose to disable the HotJar service at https://www.hotjar.com/opt-out. 
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